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FIGHT 

Humans are in seed stage, they have to grow and become tree. If seed dies as a 

seed, it means it died without development. Also if seed won’t develop then it means it 

is nearing death. So either you have to develop or you have to die, there is no other 

alternative.  

Seed may die in two ways: seed may die without development or may die to 

develop, means as a seed it dies and take birth as tree. So dying to develop becomes 

the entrance to live for long time. Dying to develop means dying to born in higher state 

than the present state, you will disappear in one dimension and appear in another 

higher dimension. 

The process of dying as matter and taking rebirth in soul should happen daily or 

leader should born as said in “Inner Journey” topic. Means become pure or die in 

known state and reborn in unknown state. Here known means matter and unknown 

means Soul. When unknown becomes known form, then it also becomes matter. Matter 

means form, means ego. So in this illusory world you as kinder Soul or as doer or as an 

actor playing many roles should die and again should reborn daily as formless or as 

leader or as witness or as director. 

In this way, dying in known state and taking rebirth in unknown should happen 

continuously, then only development is possible. Always remember here that it’s not the 

body, but its kinder Soul who is residing in the body should be ready for death. 

Keep it in mind that - using trigunas, persons and remaining things in this 

illusionary world as an instrument or as a vehicle, find the permanent home within; and 

then daily transform all worldly things into pure and entering permanent home should 

become your aim.         

So now question arises how to die and take rebirth? Daily you desire many 

things. For example when you desire to do any good work, then 100% energy will not 

be received by good only, bad and neutral will also receive energy. That’s why 

immediately after putting desire, fear of uncertainity of manifestation also starts.  

As said in “Dharma” topic depending on gunas mixture within, for example if 60% 

good, 30% bad, 10% neutral is there, then opposites attract energy accordingly. This 

mixture will not be equal for everyone. Clearly we cannot say the ratio for each 

individual, also this ratio will change according to situations. Then by doing saadhana 

or practice, try to make this mixture to be in equal proportions. When this mixture 

reaches equal proportions within, then you will experience the ultimate bliss. 

Also understand that if you desire anything then definitely its related opposite 

roles are also created. Means if you desire to become good guru, unknowingly you also 

desiring bad and neutral gurus; also you are desiring good-bad-neutral student roles. 

That why guru feels, three types in each student and student feels three types in each 

guru. So understand that everything is happening according to your desire, so I created 
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this desire, till now I only nourished it, so now destroying responsibility is also mine and 

destroy all three roles relating to your desire, means all guru roles and student roles 

and make them pure. 

By creating battle or friendship among opposites, we can destroy them. For this 

what you have to do is - experience symptoms related to desire divinely and decide that 

with the help of the experience related symptoms you will die and take rebirth as 

Leader. Then create friendship among opposites and make them into one, for more 

information related to this, read the topic “Inner journey.” 

But some roles won’t co-operate for friendship, because they were desired and 

created when there was enemity between good-bad-neutral. So they were programmed 

in that way, that’s why they know only fighting. That means when you were not 

following newenergy concept, you were in a state where you felt opposites as enemies 

and  continued relationship with those roles, thatswhy they are not ready for friendship 

at any cost. They will disturb your meditation also. Even if you request them that I will 

surrender, so cooperate and make me pure, then also they will not agree. Except 

fighting they will not agree for anything. Also because of there influence if you are 

effected or confused means, there is defect in you also, means here you are also stuck 

in a role, so you are impure. 

So after becoming pure by doing ‘melt’ saadhana, within fight with all roles 

including your past role and destroy all opposites. By doing like this, destructed 

energies transform into pure energies and will be utilised for your future desires. 

But you may have doubt that energy neither can be created nor destroyed. My 

answer to this is – energy is not destroyed completely, we are transforming formed 

energy into pure by dealing harshly instead of love. And one more doubt you may get, 

yours is new energy concept, means can we create new energy? My answer is, God 

has pure energy in infinite quantity, I am naming this as new energy and it is available 

to you only when you become pure. 

Saadhana 

For example if husband is listening his brother’s words without caring wife’s 

words. In that situation the wife should do this saadhana – You are listening your 

brother’s words without listening me. I have understood that with my words you are not 

getting kick, that’s why you are not listening my words. So I will come out from wife-

role, I will be neutral and I accept you as you are, without trying to change you. You 

also accept the wife-role. Like this assume within and try to create friendship among 

those roles. Or try to become pure with their co-operation. 

Suppose if those roles doesn’t co-operate – then sit alone, do within like this: 

support wiferole then fight with husband and neutral roles, support husbandrole then 

fight with wife and and neutral roles, support neutralrole then fight with husband and 

wife roles. In this way supporting one side, destroying others, finally become pure 

kindersoul and at-a-time destory good-bad-neutral opposite’s. Because these have 
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born at-a-time from pure energy. So they grow together, and they die together at-a-time 

and again merge in pure energy. 

Understand here that, it’s impossible to possess only one opposite, and always 

three opposites remains. Always opposites get energies through meditation or sleep. 

So even if one opposite becomes weak, again it attracts energy and fighting continues. 

There is no guarantee that, energy is always high towards your favourite side, so both 

success-failure will be there. Suppose staying favorite side even if you always win 

through fighting, then you never reach God, you will stuck in maaya.  So solution for 

this is destroying all opposites through fighting or uniting three opposites. 

Do fight within by keeping these things in mind - Creation is happening within 

you, you have played all types of roles in your past lives, you have completed all types 

of experiences, you took this life especially to transform all past experiences into pure 

and get salvation, and you are fighting with your past life roles. But if you feel that you 

can’t fight, then to take rebirth in Soul state do melting saadhana, said in melt topic. 

After staying with soul for some time, come back into your body. Then new 

human will enter into the body, because you understand death. You found Soul 

dimension which is beyond body. So after having every experience enter into God 

kingdom, then only you will become expert in travelling both dimensions. You will get 

confidence that God’s kingdom is always available. Since solution to all worldly 

problems is available with God, if you ask God and follow his advise, independently you 

can solve your problems and live blissfully.  

In this way daily make everything pure through fighting or through friendship, 

then do meditation and before opening eyes desire like this – I will stay friendly with 

opposites or in every situations and with everyone I stay purely or continuing as director 

I play all types of roles or desire anything you feel and then open your eyes after 

sometime. In this way use your creativity, transform all your past experiences into pure 

experiences, by dying and rebirthing again and again in the same body. Only then past 

influence will not be there on present. Then only you will go beyond karmic law.   

 

DONATIONS 

Anyone inspired by new energy concept or whoever wants to donate, please deposit in 

the following bank account. Your help will encourage us in spreading this concept to 

huge people. Name: P. Sreedhar; State bank of India, Saving bank account number: 

30603897922.Branch-name: Hanumakonda; City: Hanumakonda, Warangal District, 

Telangana, India. IFSC Code: SBIN0003422. My Mobile No: 9390151912. Your 

generosity and support is appreciated! This mobile number also has GooglePay and 

PhonePe. 


